
Abnormal Vocabulary 

Fill-in-the-blank 

a. generalized anxiety disorder h. dysthymic disorder o. anorexia nervosa 
b. anxiety i. bipolar disorder p. bulimia nervosa 
c. phobic disorder j. flights of ideas q. paranoid personality disorder 
d. fear k. hallucinations r. antisocial personality disorder 
e. obsession l. delusions s. delusions of grandeur 
f. compulsion m. schizophrenia t. narcissistic personality disorder 
g. major depression n. word salad  

 
 
_____ 1. A type of anxiety disorder in which a person becomes disabled and overwhelmed by fear in the  

  presence of certain objects or events 
 
_____ 2. A belief of inflated worth, power, knowledge, identity, or special relationship with a deity or  

  famous person 
 
_____ 3. A disorder that alternates between extreme states of mania and extreme states of depression 
 
_____ 4. A confused state in which thoughts and speech go in all directions with no unifying idea 
 
_____ 5. Seeing or hearing something that is not present 
 
_____ 6. Severe mental disorder involving major emotional responses, disorganized thought processes,  

  and distorted perceptions of the world 
 
_____ 7. An eating disorder that involves severe loss of weight, loss of menstrual cycle, and weighs 15%  

  or more below ideal body weight 
 
_____ 8. A mood disorder in which life seems bleak and overwhelming 
 
_____ 9. Personality disorder in which a person is suspicious, jealous, continuously on the lookout for  

  trickery and abuse, and humorless 
 
_____ 10. An endless and unwanted preoccupation with thoughts, ideas, and images 
 
_____ 11. An immediate alarm reaction to dangerous or life threatening emergencies 
 
_____ 12. A personality disorder in which a person craves admiration of others, is extremely self- 

    centered, feel they are privileged and special, and lacks empathy 
 
_____ 13. Speech in which words are mixed together incoherently 
 
_____ 14. A mood disorder that is less severe than others and criteria requires at least 2 years of  

    symptoms  
 



_____ 15. An eating disorder that involves binging on food and purging by vomiting or excessive use of  
    laxatives 

 
_____ 16. A disorder with generalized feeling of apprehension and pending disaster 
 
_____ 17. Repetitive and rigid activities that people feel compelled to do 
 
_____ 18. A false belief based on incorrect inferences about external reality 
 
_____ 19. A personality disorder in which a person behaves outside the usual ethical and legal codes,  

lacks a conscience, feels no guilt, appears friendly and charming, often intelligent, and lacks 
empathy 

 
_____ 20. A state characterized by negative emotion, tension with no specific object or event that is  

    feared 
 
 


